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Looking Ahead: 2030 Our Sustainable Future
Gerard A. Gallagher III
President and CEO

As a company, E & E has always valued environmental stewardship. As planners, scientists and
engineers we have a keen understanding of how our personal, regional, and societal choices
impact the natural environment. Everything is interrelated.
Just a few short years ago, clients would ask us why an environmental consulting firm like E & E
provided emergency management and resiliency planning services. The fact that we are no
longer asked that question speaks volumes about the shift in public perception on the issues
we face.
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ABOUT E & E
Ecology and Environment, Inc., (E & E) is a recognized leader in environmental management with
the depth of knowledge, breadth of experience, and global resources to provide smart, tailored
solutions that promote environmental, social, and economic sustainability and help clients meet
the challenges of a rapidly-changing world.
Since 1970, we have successfully completed over 50,000 projects in 122 countries, including some
of the most iconic, high-profile projects in the world, and have worked in nearly every ecosystem on
the planet.
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Mission Statement
E & E is committed to working with clients worldwide to provide solutions to environmental issues in the highest quality, professional manner.
As the world has become more interconnected, we have established ourselves globally. As the pace of change around the world accelerates, many
new opportunities and challenges arise.
To respond to these opportunities, we will continue our long history of leading the market with innovative multidisciplinary solutions to complex
environmental and human health issues. We will form interdisciplinary teams, communicate our knowledge around the world, act fast, and be
administratively efficient. In every location around the world we will act in cooperation with subsidiaries, affiliates, and partners and provide quality in
our technical work, our reports, and all that we do.
We expect a lot of ourselves and our fellow employees. We require good communication, technical expertise, knowledge, hard work, professionalism,
and ethics. We are all teammates and we will work cooperatively for the success of our clients, the company, and our employees.
We are committed to providing better solutions to the conflicts between development and the environment. We embrace the concept of
sustainability in a very holistic way. To us, sustainability means we will incorporate lasting and effective solutions into projects and our operations, as
well as strive to minimize our demands on the world’s resources through our actions. It also means our company will be profitable, invest in itself, and
grow with our global opportunities.
At the end of the day, we want to know that the world is in some way better because of what we have done.
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Trends in Communities
Rebecca Flora, AICP,
LEED AP (BD+C and ND)
Washington, DC

“Past trends are no
longer a predictor
of the future.
Markets are as volatile as our climate,
requiring new models and methods for
defining, planning, and creating livable
communities.”
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As the millennial generation comes of age they are driving new markets and trends that
have the potential to dramatically shift the community landscape, from future housing
size and location, to commuting patterns and modes, to business recruitment strategies.
At the other end of the spectrum, baby boomers are reaching retirement age with plans
for second careers and active lifestyles. Added to these shifts is the economic fallout of the
recent recession, which will see lasting impacts: many will work longer due to pension losses,
college graduates face a slow start to careers, and there’s a heavy debt burden created by
losses in housing values and jobs, along with the rising cost of college.

Communities
Creating livable communities that are resilient to sudden impacts and balance societal needs
requires engaged citizens, business owners, institutions, and government officials working
collaboratively. There is no one size fits all planning approach that will create the right path
forward. E & E seeks to first understand the context, assets, and issues that shape each
community and then design a customized public engagement and community planning
process. Engaging all sectors in a dialogue that is informed by current data provides the core
content for planning frameworks and implementation strategies that balance natural, human,
cultural, and economic systems of a community. All of these elements must be considered in
balance to create livable communities that are positioned to grow and thrive while enhancing
existing critical assets.

Ville Verte Mohammed VI Green City –
Benguerir, Morocco. E & E is providing sustainable design
and planning services to support the design team and owner
in the development of a more than 800-hectare real estate
development project in Morocco. The project is setting new
standards for sustainable urban design in Morocco. It is the
first LEED Neighborhood Development (LEED-ND) project
registered in North Africa and one of the largest LEED-ND
projects registered worldwide.

Regional Sustainability Planning – New York State. E & E was lead planning consultant for the development of regional
sustainability plans for four regions of New York State—encompassing 25 counties, 33 cities, 457 towns, and 234 villages—as part
of New York State’s ground-breaking Cleaner, Greener Communities program. The plans are one of the largest ongoing efforts
of their kind in the nation. The plans address energy, water, materials management, transportation and land use, agriculture,
governance, economic development, and climate change adaptation. Each plan also includes a Regional Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
inventory. In the second phase of the program, E & E provided technical support to NYSERDA and liaised with sustainability project
owners to establish program indicators, measurement methodologies, metrics and evaluation criteria that will provide solid and
consistent data for program tracking and impact measurement.
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Trends in Water
Jennifer Xie, P.E.
West Palm Beach, FL

“Consultants will
be challenged
to provide
higher levels of
services, and more comprehensive
watershed studies, as we increasingly
experience water quality problems,
more restrictive water rules, extreme
weather and unexpected disasters,
and large water improvement bills.”
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In the coming decades, humans and the natural environment will continue to adapt to the
contrasting but dually problematic dilemmas of too much water (as a result of storms, floods,
or sea level rise) or lack of water (i.e., drought, declining aquifers, inadequate irrigation or
drinking water supplies). This evolving dilemma will increasingly challenge planners, policymakers, and infrastructure designers who strive to adequately serve shifting populations with
adequate water quality and quantity.
The nexus of water resources, population, land use, and energy will increasingly shape nearly
every aspect of our lives. Much of the world’s population lives within 50 miles of shorelines
which are increasingly threatened by climate change and overpopulation. Agricultural
production and urban development patterns will shift from where water is scarce to where
it is more plentiful. Local, regional, national, and international conflicts will increase as water
supplies dwindle or become threatened. Potable water will become more precious than oil or
natural gas supplies.
New approaches aimed at improving water quality, quantity, and availability are evolving
and will need to be developed and implemented. Coastal and arid communities alike will
need to plan for their preparedness and resiliency. New technologies such as solar-powered
desalination, water recycling and re-use, diversion of stormwater runoff to aquifers instead of
streams and rivers, and use of less water intensive irrigation will all see great advances in the
next two decades.

Water
E & E has been involved in water resource projects on six continents since the 1970s, helping to
protect, restore, and enhance water supplies in diverse ecosystems.
E & E is currently involved in restoring natural water flows in the Everglades, remediating and
restoring contaminated sites throughout the Great Lakes, protecting potable water supplies
in California and Texas, helping storm-damaged communities with resiliency planning in New
York State, and ensuring emergency preparedness within the New York City water supply
system. Internationally we have prepared a water management study for the Ville Verte
Mohammed VI new city in Morocco and led several water infrastructure projects in China, the
Middle East, and South America.

Storm Impacts at E & E Offices. E & E has learned first-hand
about responding to floods, hurricanes, and other weather
events. Offices and staff in New York, Albany, Washington DC,
Virginia Beach, the Gulf Coast, Boulder, and Houston have all
been directly impacted by major storm events in recent years.
Our staff has been involved in a wide range of company and
community-level recovery efforts and has prepared guidelines
and best practices for how we as a company, individual offices,
and families can be more resilient.

Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan - Florida. For the South Florida Water Management District, E & E prepared a
project implementation report focusing on the restoration of natural systems, enhancement of future water supplies, and provision
of flood control benefits for the northern Palm Beach County and southern Martin County area. The goal is to optimize the quantity,
quality, timing, and distribution of water over a 50-year planning period. Given South Florida’s rapid growth, measures are needed
quickly to sustain or restore the environment while still meeting the needs of the area’s expanding population.
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Trends in Energy
Nicolas Figone, Planner
San Francisco, CA

“Distributed
generation and
storage will
challenge the role
of utilities and the traditional hub and
spoke model of electricity distribution.
With battery storage, the solar PV and
wind markets can penetrate base load
generation and firm the grid, which will
level the playing field with fossil fuels
from an operational perspective.”
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Though energy supply and demand will remain volatile on a regional basis and subject to
socio-political manipulation, we’ll find that advances in technology make energy generation
and its use more available and economical. Alternative energy generation will become more
viable as a result of energy policies, tax incentives, and the comparative costs of oil and gas at
national and regional levels.
There are three key trends that will define the future of energy supply and demand over the
next half century: a projected 44% increase in worldwide power demand by 2030 (primarily
in urban areas), recent developments in oil and gas exploration in the U.S. (resulting in
significantly increased production and leading to U.S. energy independence as early as 2020),
and improved energy efficiency measures in buildings and transportation, which will reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution, and create a growing economic market for more
innovative energy efficiency products.
Economics and innovation will increasingly drive energy production and use. Advances in wind
and solar technology will allow for energy production on a smaller scale, closer to population
centers, which will reduce the need for more long transmission lines. New concepts currently
in the design phase will be in use, such as floating platforms or ships that can simultaneously
capture and store solar, wind, tidal, and hydrogeothermal energy. This allows for flexible
transportation of renewable energy to the point of consumption without impacting terrestrial
ecosystems.

Energy
Helping clients at every stage of the energy project life cycle has been a central focus at E & E
for over four decades and has resulted in our work on some of the most iconic, high-profile
energy projects in the world. The Climate Business Journal recognized E & E for excellence in
the renewable energy field with a Renewable Energy Practice Gold Award. We have worked on
over 450 wind energy projects in the U.S. alone, and have helped clients successfully develop
facilities capable of producing 6,340 MW of environmentally safe, renewable electricity.
The increasing need for energy infrastructure to move renewable energy from its source to
larger markets has led to work on large-scale transmission lines, like the Eldorado-Ivanpah
project from California to Nevada. We will continue our groundbreaking work in wind, solar,
geothermal, ocean energy, and other renewable energy areas as energy markets continue to
evolve and shift.

California Valley Solar Ranch - San Luis Obispo County, California. The California Valley Solar Ranch (CVSR)
project is a pioneering example of environmental stewardship, setting a new standard in the renewable energy
industry by transforming project impacts into project benefits. The 250-MW solar photovoltaic (PV) energy farm is
unique in that it achieves a net benefit to the environment, not only through its contribution to the nation’s renewable
energy goals, but also to local wildlife habitat through innovative design features and adoption of a 12,000-acre species
conservation program. At full build out, CVSR will be one of the largest solar PV projects in the world.

Calheiros Hydroelectric Plant, Brazil. E & E’s Brazilian
subsidiary has permitted an estimated 2,970 MWs of clean
power to help meet Brazil’s growing energy needs while
protecting sensitive ecosystems.
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E & E Global Sustainability Initiatives
E & E’s integrated family of companies work
collaboratively in multidisciplinary project teams
to provide clients with a seamless global network
of dedicated professionals from a full spectrum of
scientific and engineering disciplines.

4,400 MWs of photovoltaic
projects across 17 states

ecology and environment do brasil ltda.
http://www.ecologybrasil.com.br/site/
ECSI, LLC
http://www.engrservices.com/
Gestion Ambiental Consultores, S.A.
http://www.gac.cl/
Gustavson Associates, LLC
http://www.gustavson.com/
Lowham Walsh, LLC
http://www.lowhamwalsh.com/

450 wind projects
can produce 6,340 MW
of environmentally
safe, renewable
electricity

Walsh Ecuador
http://www.walshecuador.com//
Walsh Peru, S.A.
http://www.walshp.com.pe/

200 hydroelectric power

projects in Brazil with a
total capacity to produce an
estimated 2,970 MWs
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Sustainability Initiatives

85

Awards
E & E and members of the Regional
Planning Consortium were awarded
the 2013 Planning Excellence Award
in Innovation for Sustaining Places
from the Western New York Section of
APA, for the 2012 Western New York
Regional Sustainability Plan.

scientific &
engineering
disciplines

The Mid-Hudson Regional
Sustainability Plan received a Special
Award in Regional Planning from
the Westchester Municipal Planning
Federation, White Plains, New York

More than 30 million
miles saved
through employee

rideshare

46

global
locations

50,000 projects in
122 countries

The North Country Regional
Sustainability Report received the
2013 Planning Excellence Award for
Innovation in Sustaining Places from
the American Planning Association –
New York Upstate Chapter
E & E received the Climate Change
Business Journal’s Gold Award for
the growth of its renewable energy
practice in 2011.
E & E received an ACEC Diamond
Award for Engineering Excellence in
2012 for our innovative work on the
Golden Triangle Natural Gas Storage,
Beaumont, Texas
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Trends in Sustainable Sites
Benjamin Franklin once said, “Take care of the pennies and the dollars take care of themselves.”
This still rings true as we strive to understand climate change, promote sustainability, ensure
community resiliency, and improve the quality of the environment. Faced with transnational
issues like pollution, decay, species loss, and the threat of increased extreme weather events,
we must understand and address the impacts on natural resources and ecological systems
at the local and community level. Whether in the United States or in developing nations,
the key to achieving larger environmental goals is to view each project as an integral part of
the solution.
Looking ahead, we will continue to understand more about how to effectively respond to
climate change on the local and site-specific level. Not only will we be better able to predict
and prepare for localized events, but we will strive to finds new ways to limit negative impacts
and ensure a more timely restoration of the natural environment. Coastal communities and
those affected by drought or flooding will need to take proactive steps to address these issues
or face a significant loss of population.
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Sustainable Sites
E & E has led projects that have made a positive difference at a local and site-specific level
including the cleanup of more than 10,000 contaminated brownfield sites across the country.
We’ve closed abandoned mines and prevented acid mine drainage from polluting nearby
water wells, and have helped to relocate parts of a small village in Alaska that was threatened
by eroding coastline resulting from the loss of icepack.

E & E has worked within the Great Lakes region for
more than 30 years. Our experience encompasses
the many services needed to restore and protect the
Great Lakes ecosystem, including sediment quality,
contaminated sediment remediation, and water quality/
resources assessment.

E & E has developed innovative site investigation techniques at the Hudson River that will
allow harmful PCBs to be remediated more effectively. We have successfully mitigated impacts
from wind, solar, and geothermal energy generation projects around the world. We are using
innovative field methods to remove invasive species from sites throughout the Great Lakes and
we are helping local communities with eco-restoration and resiliency efforts in the wake of
extreme weather events.

Fort Hood Sustainable Installation Design Guide (IDG) – Killeen, Texas. E & E developed a ground-breaking new approach
to guide development at the community level for the largest military installation in the world. The guide provides standards
and sustainability criteria for all maintenance, renovation, and new construction projects; covering building design, circulation,
site planning, landscaping, site elements, and force protection. The interactive, web-based IDG enables users to access specific
standards and criteria for on-base project locations, as well as sitewide GIS data, and incorporates the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED)-NC rating system.
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Trends in Infrastructure
Infrastructure like highways, roads, bridges, water supply and distribution systems, wastewater
treatment systems, electric grids, natural gas pipelines, airports, rail systems, and port facilities
contributes directly to social, economic, and environmental well-being. In much of the world,
this infrastructure is aging, and modernization will need to occur over a period of decades.
If infrastructure is developed incorrectly in areas of rapid growth, the problems will impact
generations to come. In other areas of the world, the growth potential is so low that the focus
over the next quarter century will remain on developing adequate, functional infrastructure.
Across the globe, anticipated climatological change necessitates planning and designing for
infrastructure and system resilience.
As the world’s population grows from seven billion to an estimated nine billion by 2050, the
number of people living in urban areas is projected to double, while the number of motor
vehicles is projected to triple. In the case of transportation, building our way out of the
problem with more roads is unsustainable from an economic, environmental, and energy
perspective. Managing demand, improving efficiency, and integrating new technologies such
as high speed rail will be much more effective.
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Infrastructure
Some of E & E’s first projects in the 1970’s involved infrastructure, including new municipal
combined sewer overflow upgrades in Rochester, NY and an upgraded U.S. Route 219 near
Buffalo, NY. Since 2010 E & E has been involved in a wide range of infrastructure projects
around the world including airport upgrades in Houston, Qatar, and Quito; mass transit
projects in Dallas and Chicago; port facility upgrades in the Port of New York-New Jersey and
in Long Beach; freight rail line and yard upgrades in Virginia and Texas; new subway station
construction in New York City; and the expanded Peace Bridge between U.S. and Canada.

Rideshare Program – Company-wide, Worldwide.
E & E continues to reduce our company’s transportationrelated footprint by encouraging employees to use more
environmentally friendly commute alternatives. Since the
corporate rideshare program was initiated in 1973, E & E
employees have avoided more than 30 million vehicle
miles from being driven thus preventing more than
12,000 MT of CO2 from being emitted and reducing gas
consumption by an estimated 1.4 million gallons.

AMX Submarine Fiber Optic Cable System - Brazil, Mexico, Colombia, and Dominican Republic. For Alcatel-Lucent
Submarine Networks (ASN), E & E and its Brazilian subsidiary, E & E do Brasil, conducted an environmental feasibility study and
provided initial permit support for installation of submarine fiber optic cable landings in four countries. The $370-million project
completes 17,500 km of connectivity and addresses the world demand for increased capacity for social communication networks,
especially in light of the 2014 World Cup and upcoming 2016 Olympics being held in Brazil.

PC-1

ARCOS
APCN-2

AMX-1

GCN

PAC

Seabras-1

SAC
Atlantica

Unisur

Magellan

Arsat
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E & E Sustainable Operations – Corporate Headquarters, Lancaster, NY
Constructed in 1986, E & E’s 64,000 square foot headquarters
in Lancaster, NY serves as a model of green building and
operations and a strong symbol of E & E’s culture. Inside,
building elements support a healthy work environment with
minimal environmental impact, including features such as
natural air cooling on temperate days, lush and extensive
plants, ample natural light, reusable carpet tiles, water
reduction measures, and green cleaning practices. Outside,
most of our 100+ acre property is maintained as natural
upland and wetlands, an attractive home for many species
of birds and animals, and our staff are experimenting with
innovative approaches to eliminating invasive plant species.
Photovoltaic panels at E & E headquarters.

E & E HQ Energy Use and
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Electricity (kWh)

Base year
FY 2000

FY 2014

922,500

605,400

390

0*

29,163

22,055

CO2 equivalent (MT CO2e)

173

131

Total GHG emissions (MTCO2e)

563

131

CO2 equivalent (MT CO2e)
Natural Gas (ccf)

Reduction
34% reduction in
electricity use

24% reduction in natural
gas use

77% reduction in annual
GHG emissions

*Reflects energy efficiency improvements, onsite photovoltaic generation, and purchase of renewable energy credits for
all electricity consumed.
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E & E Sustainable Operations
E & E uses the EPA’s ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager® to track energy and water use and
metrics. The ENERGY STAR score is an assessment of a building’s energy efficiency, as
compared with similar buildings across the US, adjusting for climate and business activity. A
score of 50 represents the national median, while buildings that earn a 75 or higher on the
scale of 1-100 are performing in the top 25% nationwide. Energy use at E & E headquarters
was 41% better than the national median Energy Use Intensity (EUI) for FY 2014. Our metrics
demonstrate continued improvement in the operation of our headquarters facility.
E & E HQ ENERGY STAR Results
Energy Star® Metrics

Base year
FY 2007

FY 2014

Improvement

Energy Star Score

80

87

+7

Site Energy Use Intensity (EUI) kBtu/sqft

72.7

69

5% reduction

Source EUI kBtu/sqft

155.7

139.7

10% reduction

Water Use (kgal)

489

264

46% reduction
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E & E Sustainable Operations – Domestic Offices
Creating healthy and environmentally friendly work environments
E & E leases space for our regional offices around the United States, working
with lessors to implement sustainable elements in our office spaces, guided
by a set of building standards that incorporates green elements. We look
to our staff to help us develop physically and socially supportive work
environments. Recent and current examples:

• Our Tallahassee office was remodeled with features such as recyclable
Interface carpet tiles, low VOC paint, use of efficient lighting, Energy
Star appliances, and bamboo flooring. The office also features a
multizone HVAC system, occupancy sensors in the offices to ensure
lights are turned off when not in use, and a recycling area set up in
the main office complex at E & E’s request so other firms may also
conveniently recycle.

• In Houston, our office meets or exceeds GreenGuard Certification

Standards for Low Emitting Products for the Indoor Environment.
Desk chairs consist of 44% recycled materials and are 99% recyclable
by weight.

Encouraging sustainable commuting habits
E & E continues to incentivize its employees to participate in its
corporate rideshare program by rewarding employees who commute
via alternatives to driving alone with a small reimbursement and
entering them in a monthly raffle. More than 30% of employees
participated in the program during the most recent year, and
approximately 375,000 miles of employee commute trips were taken
via public transportation, walking, biking, or carpooling rather than
driving alone.
Employee Air Travel
Most employee air travel miles are incurred while traveling to project
locations for client projects, with annual numbers rising and falling
based on the particular mix of project work performed that year. It is our
expectation that in the coming years more of our clients will join us in
seeking ways to limit the amount of long-distance travel required as new
communication technologies are embraced, such as higher-quality videoconferencing systems.

• In our New York City office, staff members initiated a maternity

mentors program to promote smooth work-life transitions. The
informal program has been embraced by staff in three other offices.

• Our Portland, OR achieved Gold-level certification in the City of
Portland’s Sustainability at Work Program.

Supporting the communities where we live and work
E & E attracts people who are smart and hard working, and our
energetic staff also tend to have a high level of commitment to their
local communities. For instance, in recent years our Portland office
has participated in river cleanups, the Oregon Bicycle Commute
Challenge, charity road races, staff training in community emergency
preparedness, and species counts and field observations for Audubon.
Portland , OR Office
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2015 Corporate Sustainability Goals
Reduce greenhouse gas emissions
from air travel
Most E & E employee air travel is required for
on-site work at project locations. Further analysis
of air travel policies and trends, coupled with
increased use of available tele- and videoconferencing applications, will allow us to reduce
both GHG emissions and travel costs.

Increase support of local ecological
awareness activities and sustainable
practices in E & E office communities
Many E & E staff volunteer their time and
expertise through community service
activities. E & E offices will increase
support of events and initiatives that
advance community ecology or ecological
awareness in their city or region.

Reduce landfill waste and impacts by increasing
use of compostable and reusable materials
E & E has implemented many successful
waste reduction measures during our 43 year
history. Better understanding the connections
between procurement, use, and reuse or
disposal of products and materials will allow
us to further reduce unnecessary purchases
and waste.

Implement energy efficiency strategies
to reduce U.S. office plug loads
While E & E owns its headquarters facility,
we lease space for other domestic offices. In
addition to the continued expansion of E & E’s
green building standards for leased space,
we will implement new energy efficiency
measures and provide employee training
regarding both obvious and less obvious ways
to reduce energy use during the work day.
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www.ene.com
For more information about this report, please contact:
Gerard A. Gallagher III • sustainability@ene.com

ecology and
environment, inc.

Global Environmental Specialists

